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This Week  
 

The children have worked tremendously hard on assessments throughout this week. I only alluded to 

them on last week’s newsletter as I didn’t want any of the children to worry about them over the 

weekend. However, I shouldn’t have worried at all as the children’s attitude was one of determination 

and resilience as ever. Monday was Reading Comprehension, Tuesday was Maths, Wednesday was SPAG 

and Friday was Writing.  
 

Thankfully, the week wasn’t all assessments for the children and as a reward for their tremendous 

concentration and hard work; the class were given the opportunity to prepare their very own lessons 

on a topic of their choice. The children will deliver their lessons next week and I’m looking forward to 

seeing them engage and inspire each other. It is also a fantastic opportunity for them to display the 

breadth and depth of understanding that they have acquired during their learning journey.  
 

Alongside the teaching of their own lessons next week, the children will look over some of the topics 

from their assessments to see if they can get even better at using and applying their skills in maths 

and reading comprehension. The children will also carry out a science investigation to identify the type 

of rocks that we can discover around the school grounds.  
 

Talk Time  
In preparation for Tuesday’s Safer Internet Day, please talk to your child about online safety. Discuss 

the importance of not sharing personal information online, and the importance of telling someone if 

they ever feel upset or worried about something that has been said to them online.   
 
 

 

 

Important Dates...  
Safer Internet Day on Tuesday, 7th February.  

 

School closes for half term on Friday,  

10th February @ 3:15pm.  
 

 

 

Don’t Forget...  
KS2 ‘Open Door’ every Thursday @ 3:15pm. 

 

Letters for KS2 swimming will be sent home on 

Monday, 6th February so please return them as 

soon as possible.  
 

 

 

Special News! 
 

This week’s Outstanding Children are:  

                                                      Jake Taylor            Natasha Ramsay 

                                                  Jaiden Kilshaw            Jaidon Vickers 

                                                   Libby Bennett            Holly Penston 

                                                Kaitlyn Marsden            Harrison Price                    

                                              Rubie Derbyshire            Noemi Stefanska  

                                                     Jack Fannon             Cayden Essien 

                                                   Dylan Curwen            Max Fannon 
 

This week’s Stars of the Week: 

Cayden Essien and Noemi Stefanska  
 

This week’s Star Writers: 

Theo Collinson and Emma Broderick  
 


